
STILL HAVE 
QUESTIONS?

CALL or TEXT us at

918.940.8900 07-14GM TRUCK/SUV
DASHSKIN

INSTALLATION GUIDE
Thank you for purchasing America’s best-fitting 

dashboard cover! The steps in this guide will have 
your DashSkin installed in under an hour with no 

special tools or skills required.

VISIT DASHSKIN.COM
FOR UNBEATABLE PRICING
& WHOLESALE DISCOUNTS

   VISIT DASHSKIN.COM
    FOR WHOLESALE DISCOUNTS

https://dashskin.com
918.940.8900

Have a friend in need of a DashSkin?
Help them save a quick $10 by typing 

BUDDYDISCOUNT in the COUPON CODE 
field at checkout on dashskin.com! 

IMPORTANT:
PLEASE DRY-FIT YOUR DASH COVER 

PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

If any areas of the cap do not seem to lie down flush, you 
may have loose pieces of cracked dash or uneven dash 

sections at the cracks that need to be aligned so the cover 
has a smooth, even surface to lie over. Some ends/edges 
of the cover may flare up slightly; take note of these spots, 
as you will need to secure these areas down with tape or 
a prop later in the process to hold them flush against the 

dash while the adhesive cures.

Happy With Your Purchase?
Leave Us A Review!

We strive to provide a five-star rated experience with 
every sale, from product quality to customer service. If 

for any reason you feel we did not meet that benchmark, 
please get in touch! We will resolve any issue given the 
chance.  If you placed your order on eBay or Amazon, 

leaving feedback for your order is highly appreciated as it 
helps us continue to offer the best prices online.

Dealer/Wholesale Pricing
DashSkin offers competitive volume-based price 

discounts for Give us a call or visit dashskin.com to 
put together your wholesale order today!

918.940.8900
dashskin.com/dealer

INSTALL DASHSKIN 
PRODUCTS AT YOUR SHOP! 
http://dashskin.com/dealer
BECOME A DEALER TODAY



Squeezing from the bottom of the tube up, apply a light 
dime-sized dot of silicone every 8-10 inches around the outer 
edges of the DashSkin as shown above. Then, apply a thin, 
continuous bead of silicone in the corners of the front legs, 
as well as around all AC vent & airbag openings. This will 
ensure these very visible edges will stay tacked as tightly 
to the dash as possible so the DashSkin looks like part of 
the original interior. These airbag and air vent cutout edges 
will be important spots to focus weight on in the final steps 
to ensure a flush, stealthy mount. CENTER SPEAKER: 
If you have a Denali or LTZ with the center dash speaker, 
we recommend adding a few dots of silicone around the 
speaker on the dash itself to add some support from above 
to keep the speaker from caving into your dash. Do not use 
anything except 100% silicone RTV adhesive to install 
your DashSkin, other adhesives can react chemically 
with ABS plastic. Use any remaining silicone to seal up 
any cracks in the dash, and outline any holes. This will 
add strength and prevent rattles.
4. Installation and Securing
Slowly and carefully, install the glued DashSkin over the 
dashboard and lightly push into place. The silicone adhesive 
will take at least 4 hours to cure, and will not provide any 
“stickiness” to hold the cover down until it has cured. For this 
reason, you’ll need to weigh the cover down so it is pressed 
flush against the dash for the entire length of curing time. 
Phonebooks, small sand bags, or reams of paper work well 
as weights for the top surface. For the sides, close a cotton 
rag or foam pads in between the sides of the DashSkin and 
the doors to hold them flush against the dash.  

One Piece Cover Installation
 Tools and Materials
• Degreaser (ZEP Purple, Simple Green Degreaser, etc.)
• Paper Towels or Rags
• Weights (phonebooks, reams of paper, small sand bags).

Allow the adhesive at least 8 hours to cure before 
removing your weights. Drier environments (low relative 
humidity) require longer curing time. If possible, leave the 
vehicle overnight for best results.

CONGRATULATIONS! You’ve restored the original look 
of your dash without spending a fortune. You can clean 
your new DashSkin using a damp washcloth or standard 
automotive interior cleaning/shine spray. DO NOT USE 
ALCOHOL OR HARSH SOLVENTS.

Individual Piece Installation
The process of installation for a 
two piece kit, or the front or rear 
DashSkin individually, is identical 
except for how you will apply the 
adhesive. Instead of lining the edges
of the dash cover in dots of silicone, 
apply a continuous bead all the way around 
the perimeter of each cap. IMPORTANT: Outline 
all defroster openings by drawing a box around each group 
of grilles in the cover with a continuous bead of silicone so 
the edges stay tacked as tightly to the dash as possible. 

3. Applying Adhesive
COLD WEATHER TIP: Allow the tube of silicone adhesive to 
sit in a cup of hot water for a few minutes prior to installation. 
This will allow it to flow easier from the tube. We do not 
recommend using a nozzle on the silicone tube.

2. Cleaning & Prep 
Clean the surface of the dashboard thoroughly with a general 
purpose degreaser or rubbing alcohol to remove any residual 
interior shine (armorall), dust and grime to give the silicone 
a clean surface to tack to. Lie the DashSkin topside down 
on something soft, like a towel (to avoid surface scratches). 
Clean the underside of the DashSkin so the adhesive will 
stick well. Harsh solvents should not be used on the dash 
cover, stick to using degreaser (or just water) on a rag. 
DO NOT USE ALCOHOL OR CLEANER ON THE TOP 
SURFACE OF THE DASHSKIN!

1. Dry-Fitting your DashSkin
Test-fit your dash cover before installation. If any areas of 
the cap do not seem to lie down flush, you may have loose 
pieces of cracked dash or uneven dash sections at the 
cracks that need to be aligned so the cover has a smooth, 
even surface to lie over. Some ends/edges of the cover may 
flare up slightly or may not lie completely flush under the 
weight of the cover alone; take note of these spots, as after 
you have applied the adhesive, these spots will need to be 
held down while the adhesive is curing so the DashSkin 
looks flush and undetectable to passengers. 
INSTALL NERD TIP: USE MASKING TAPE TO PROTECT 
YOUR A-PILLARS FROM SCRATCHES!

    WARNING: 
1. DO NOT USE ADHESIVE OTHER THAN 100% SILICONE 
RTV TO INSTALL DASH COVER. EPOXIES & CONSTRUCTION 
ADHESIVES CAN MELT ABS PLASTIC! 
2. DO NOT CLEAN THE TOP OF THE DASHSKIN WITH ALCOHOL, 
SOLVENTS, GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANERS, OR GLASS  
CLEANER. A DAMP WASHCLOTH/MICROFIBER WORKS GREAT! 


